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1 The basic data

In a Dutch imperative such as the one in (1a), featuring the triadic verb geven ‘give’ in a prepositional dative
construction, the dative prepositional phrase can be replaced with the locative R–word (Van Riemsdijk 1978)
hier ‘here’, as seen in (1b). The semantics of the two examples in (1) is identical; the locative R–word is a
perfect replacement of the dative PP.

(1a) geef dat boek eens aan mij!
give that book DPRT to me

(1aN) geef dat boek eens aan hem!
give that book DPRT to him

(1b) geef dat boek eens hier!
give that book DPRT here

(1bN) *geef dat boek eens hier/daar!
give that book DPRT here/there (to him)

Such replacement of a dative PP with hier is possible only if the beneficiary argument is a first person
singular or plural — the speaker must be a/the beneficiary of the event, whence the name ‘speaker-oriented
hier’; the example in (1bN) is ungrammatical, regardless of whether proximal hier or distal daar ‘(over) there’
is used. Distal daar is not usable as a replacement of the first-person dative PP in (1b), for obvious reasons:
the speaker him/herself is of course in the closest possible proximity to the speaker, which makes the use of
daar infelicitous; but the use of both hier and daar fails in (1bN), irrespective of whether the third-person
beneficiary is close to or farther removed from the speaker.

Replacing the dative PP aan mij (or first person plural aan ons ‘to us’) with hier is possible in finite
imperatives of the type in (1b) and also in their counterparts in (2) featuring a null or right-peripheral direct
object — constructions which Den Dikken (1992) analyses in terms of null operator movement: the object
is a null operator moved leftward, optionally ‘doubled’ by a demonstrative DP in right-dislocated position.
Infinitival imperatives also facilitate — in fact, prefer — this null operator object, as shown in Den Dikken
(1992) (cf. neerleggen die bal! ‘down-put-INF that ball’). But infinitival imperatives with dative PPs are not
very good; here replacement of the dative with ‘speaker-oriented’ hier actually yields an improvement (cf.
(2aN,bN)). Finite sentences with the illocutionary force of command imperatives behave like ‘true’ imperatives
when it comes to hier replacement, as seen in (3a,b) and (4a,b). But polite commands, in the form of
imperative-like zou ‘would’ questions, do not work with hier, as seen in the primed examples in (4).

(2a) geef aan mij (dat boek)!
give to me that book

(2aN) ??aan mij geven (dat boek)!
that book to me give

(3a) als je ’t niet gauw aan mij geeft, dan...
if you it not quickly to me give then...

(4a) wil je dat wel ’ns gauw aan mij geven!
want you that DPRT quickly to me give

(4aN) zou je ’t aan mij willen/kunnen geven?
would you it to me want/can give

(2b) geef hier (dat boek)!
give here that book

(2bN) ?hier geven (dat boek)!
that book here give

(3b) als je ’t niet gauw hier geeft, dan...
if you it not quickly here give then...

(4b) wil je dat wel ’ns gauw hier geven!
want you that DPRT quickly here give

(4bN) zou je ’t hier ??willen/*kunnen geven?
would you it here want/can give

In the example in (2b), but not in (2bN) or (1b), hier can be replaced with the verbal particle op ‘up’:

(5a) geef op (dat boek)! give up that book
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(5b) *geef dat boek op! (cf. (1b))
*op geven (dat boek)! (cf. (2bN))

The particle op is like the hier used in the previous examples in being ‘speaker-oriented’, and being under-
stood as a ‘replacement’ of a first-person dative PP. Thus, (5a) is interpretively equivalent to (2a) and (2b).
Though serving the same purpose, op differs in its distribution from hier —  it is more restrictive in occurring
only in finite ‘true’ imperatives whose object is a null operator; but it is more liberal in that it can ‘replace’
the dative PP in constructions with verbs of communication, as shown in (6)–(8), where op shows precisely
the same distribution as in (5), but where hier is impossible throughout. While ‘speaker-oriented’ hier seems
confined in its distribution to cases of physical transferral of an object, op is not so constrained.

(6a) zeg op/*hier (wat je te zeggen hebt)!
say up/here what you to say have

(7a) vertel op/*hier (wat je te vertellen hebt)!
tell up/here what you to tell have

(8a) vraag ?op/*hier (wat je te vragen hebt)!
ask up/here what you to ask have

(6b) *zeg wat je te zeggen hebt op!
*op zeggen (wat je te zeggen hebt)!

(7b) *vertel wat je te vertellen hebt op!
*op vertellen (wat je te vertellen hebt)!

(8b) *vraag wat je te vragen hebt op!
*op vragen (wat je te vragen hebt)!

All of the examples of ‘speaker-oriented’ hier/op given in the above involve triadic verbs — more
specifically, verbs which take a dative aan–PP complement. This turns out to be significant. The only verb
that ‘speaker-oriented’ hier can be construed with (geven), and all the transitive verbs that op is combinable
with in its guise as a ‘speaker-oriented’ particle are triadic. Examples (9b) and (10b,d) are ungrammatical.

(9a) stuur ??aan/naar mij (dat boek)!
send todat/todir me that book

(10a) roep/bel/E-mail *aan/naar mij!
call/phone/E-mail todat/todir me

(10c) schreeuw/fluister *aan/tegen mij!
shout/whisper todat/towardsdir me

(9b) *stuur hier/op (dat boek)!
send here/upspeaker-oriented that book

(10b) *roep/bel/E-mail op!
call/phone/E-mail up

(10d) *schreeuw/fluister op!
shout/whisper up

Especially interesting are the cases of sturen ‘send’ in (9b) and bellen ‘phone’ in (10b). These verbs, by way
of a lexical selectional property, can combine with the particle op to form the particle-verbs opsturen ‘send
out’and opbellen ‘phone/call up’; but that very same particle cannot be used in combination with sturen and
bellen in its guise as a ‘speaker-oriented’ particle, which is why (9b) and (10b) with bellen are deviant on the
‘speaker-oriented reading of op (though they are perfect, of course, with op qua lexical particle). The cause
of the deviance of all these examples lies in the fact that the verbs used in them do not take a dative PP but
an (optional) directional naar or tegen–PP instead — combinability with a dative aan–PP is an important
constraint on the construal of transitive verbs with ‘speaker-oriented’ particles.

It turns out not to be a sufficient condition, though. For the lexical particle verb opsturen ‘send out’ differs
from plain sturen precisely in taking a dative aan–PP complement rather than a naar–PP, but nonetheless it
still resists construal with the ‘speaker-oriented’ particles hier and op, as seen in (11).

(11a) stuur aan/naar mij op (dat boek)!
send todat/todir me up that book

(12a) geef aan mij door (dat boek)!
give to me through that book
‘pass that book on to me!’

(11b) *stuur hier/op op (dat boek)!
send here/upspeaker-oriented up that book

(12b) *geef hier/op door (dat boek)!
give here/upspeaker-oriented through that book

Nor does combinability with a dative PP turn out to be a necessary restriction on verbs used with ‘speaker-
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1 One occasionally encounters hier in imperatives with the verb horen ‘hear’: hoor eens hier! ‘listen up!’; and interestingly, English renders these
imperatives using the particle up. In the English case, we may well be dealing with a ‘speaker-oriented’ particle ‘replacing’ a first-person dative PP
here; but Dutch horen normally does not combine with any (dative) PP or particle at all (except in the idiom daar hoor je van op ‘that’s quite a surprise
(to you)’), so the use of hier in the Dutch example remains something of a mystery. Other non-dative contexts in which the particle op is used in some
‘non-core’ sense (meaning something other than ‘upwards’) feature the Dutch counterparts of English taboo verbs like piss off, bugger off etc. —
opdonderen, opsodemieteren, oprotten and the like. However, the use of op in these cases is not speaker-oriented, nor is it restricted to (finite)
imperatives: an infinitival imperative such as oprotten! ‘piss off!’ is perfect, in contrast to (14b); and non-imperative constructions like hij zegt/vindt
dat je moet oprotten ‘he says/finds that you should piss off’ (where op is evidently not speaker-oriented) and hij is eindelijk opgedonderd ‘he finally
left’ are grammatical as well. It seems difficult, therefore, to assimilate the op in these taboo constructions to the ‘speaker-oriented’ use of op discussed
in the text. I will leave them aside here.

oriented’ particles. As it stands, the constraint formulated at the end of the previous paragraph is accurate —
all transitive verbs used with op and hier must be triadic. But ‘speaker-oriented’ op and hier can also be used
in precisely one non-dative context — with the verb komen ‘come’, as seen in the examples in (13).

(13a) kom hier!
come here

(14a) hier komen!
here come-INF

(14c) als je niet gauw hier komt, dan...
if you not quickly here come then...

(14e) wil je wel ’ns gauw hier komen!
want you DPRT quickly here come

(13b) kom op!
come up (cf. English come on!)

(14b) *op komen!
up come-INF

(14d) *als je niet gauw op komt, dan...
if you not quickly up come then...

(14f) *wil je wel ’ns gauw op komen!
want you DPRT quickly up come

As before, we find that hier and op are ‘speaker-oriented’: the examples in (13) are paraphrases of kom bij
mij/ons! ‘come to me/us!’, featuring a first-person locative PP. And once again, we find a difference in
distribution between hier and op — hier is felicitously used in all sentence types with imperative illocutionary
force, while op can be used only in finite ‘true’ imperatives, as seen in (14). This suggests that we are dealing
with the same phenomenon that we found at work in the triadic examples above.1 And though it is true that,
unlike in the triadic cases, hier can be combined with komen in non-imperative constructions as well (hij komt
hier vaak ‘he comes here often’), the function of hier seems to be different in these cases — while in non-
imperative sentences hier alternates with distal daar (hij komt daar vaak), and, as a consequence, is not
‘speaker-oriented’ in these contexts, it is impossible to replace hier with daar in (13a) and the examples in
the left-hand column in (14). In this respect, it is parallel to the hier in (1b,bN).

A further parallel between the triadic examples featuring ‘speaker-oriented’ hier and op and the komen
cases in (13) and (14) is the complementary distribution of ‘speaker-oriented’ particles and ‘real’ particles.

(15a) kom maar bij me/ons binnen!
come DPRT to me/us inside

(15b) *kom maar hier/op binnen!
come DPRT here/up inside

Systematically, we find that particle verbs resist ‘replacement’ of a first-person PP with ‘speaker-oriented’
hier or op. Let us take this as our vantage point in the search for an analysis of these particles.

2 Analysis

The incompatibility of op qua dative replacer with verbal particles like door is not particularly surprising in
view of the fact that it is impossible in general to combine two verbal particles in a simple sentence —
attempts at combining op and door such as (16a,b) all fail miserably, while (11c,d) are both fine.
(16a) *ik heb de controle op door gevoerd

I have the checks up through taken
(16c) ik heb de controle op gevoerd

I have the checks up taken
‘I have intensified the checks’
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(16b) *ik heb de controle door op gevoerd
I have the checks through up taken

(16d) ik heb de controle door gevoerd
I have the checks through taken
‘I have undertaken the checks’

We can understand the deviance of the examples in (16a,b) on the assumption (argued for in detail in Den
Dikken 1995) that particles are heads of small clauses in the complement of a verb. As a consequence, there
will be at most one verbal particle per simple clause. This account of (16a,b) extends to the example in (12b)
with op once we realise that what we are dealing with in (5a), as a ‘replacement’ of the dative PP, is the same
element op also found in verb–particle constructions — i.e., a verbal particle, heading a small clause in the
complement of the verb.

This opens up a perspective on the ‘replacement’ of dative PPs with things like verbal particles which will
make the phenomenon less exotic than it looks on the literal replacement approach. In Den Dikken (1995)
I have analysed triadic constructions in terms of a complex small clause structure in which the verb takes a
small clause (SC; categorial labels are immaterial in this discussion) headed by a (possibly null) particle as
its complement, this particle in its turn selecting a small clause headed by the dative preposition:

(17) [VP V [SC1 Spec(2N) [PrtP Prt [SC2 DP [PP P DP]]]]]

What we can now envisage as the function of the verbal particle in (5a) is that it spells out the head position
of the particle small clause and licenses a form of pro-drop of the dative PP — the overt presence of the
‘speaker-oriented’ particle op in the head position of SC1 in (12) licenses, perhaps as a result of its possessing
a first-person feature, a null counterpart of first-person dative PPs. And on the economy based assumption
that, whenever a null form is licensed, it has to be used instead of the overt form, op will then prevent a dative
PP from appearing (cf. (18)). The impression that op replaces the dative PP is merely an illusion on this view;
what op does is sanction (and hence force) the absence of the dative PP.

(18) *geef <aan mij> hier/op <aan mij> dat boek!
give to me here/up to me that book

The account offered for op in the foregoing will extend to the examples with hier ‘replacing’ the dative
PP on the further assumption that hier ‘here’ can be used as a particle, much like op, filling the head position
of the small clause in (17) which takes the dative small clause as its complement. The fact that German uses
the particle her rather than the locative hier as its ‘replacement’ of a first-person dative PP in imperatives (gib
das Buch mal her!) squares well with this approach to Dutch ‘speaker-oriented’ hier.

The analysis will also carry over to the komen examples with ‘speaker-oriented’ hier/op in (13), on the
assumption that komen always takes a particle-headed small clause complement, just like geven ‘give’. Such
an assumption seems called for on independent grounds (cf. also Moro 1997:229ff.). Komen is like the
particle verbs aankomen ‘arrive’ and binnenkomen ‘enter’ in denoting a temporally delimited event but it
differs from the latter two in not explicitly realising the end-point of the event with the aid of a particle. On
the assumption that ‘plain’ komen takes an abstract particle as its complement, its parallels with the particle
verbs (also with respect to zijn ‘be’ selection in the perfect) are straightforward.

With  komen (like geven) systematically taking a particle-headed complement, and ‘speaker-oriented’ hier
and op being lexicalisations of the abstract particle, the grammaticality of (13) and the deviance of (15b)
readily fall out. And so does the fact that, on a par with (18), attempts at combining ‘speaker-oriented’ hier
and op with a first-person PP (this time headed by bij; cf. (15a)) crash irremediably.

(19) *kom <bij mij> hier/op <bij mij>!
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come to me here/up to me

Once again, the ungrammaticality of (19) follows on the assumption that the ‘speaker-oriented’ particles used
in the example occupy the ‘Prt’ slot in a structure of the type in (17) and by way of a lexical property license
(hence force) the covertness of the PP in their complement (cf. Broekhuis & Cornips 1997 for cogent
arguments to the effect that bij–PPs, like aan–PPs, are deeply embedded small clause predicates).

3 Consequences

In (5)–(8) I observed that transitive imperatives with ‘speaker-oriented’ op have a strong predilection for
right-peripheral objects. This cannot simply be a matter of heaviness: the object in (5) is obviously not heavy.
Besides, Dutch — unlike English — does not have a productive process of Heavy NP Shift. So the
ungrammaticality of the b–examples in (5)–(8) must be due to something else — in particular, a predilection
for a null-operator object in constructions of this type.

While I have no particular insights to offer with respect to the question of why ‘speaker-oriented’ op
(unlike hier or dative PPs) has this strong preference for a null-operator object, this quirk has two interesting
spin-offs — one concerning speaker variation (in particular, the difference between Dutch and Flemish), and
the other involving the structural representation of direct speech vs reported speech clauses.

Liliane Haegeman and Guido Vanden Wyngaerd have pointed out to me, in reaction to Den Dikken
(1992), that speakers of Flemish do not like imperatives will null-operator objects such as (2a), above.
Whatever is behind this variation, it leads us to expect, in the light of the foregoing, that Flemish speakers
should also reject the counterparts of these imperatives featuring ‘speaker-oriented’ particles. This expectation
is entirely fulfilled. Flemish speakers reject (2b) and (2bN) with hier. And, more spectacularly, they
systematically ban the use of op ‘up’ as a ‘speaker-oriented’ particle. This fits in perfectly with the observed
match between the distribution of op and the distribution of null-operator imperatives: since Flemish does
not have the latter, it has no way of using op as a ‘speaker-oriented’ particle.

A second correlate of op’s predilection for null-operator imperatives seems to be the fact that clausal
objects of verbs like zeggen show up as root clauses (‘direct speech’) rather than as embedded clauses
whenever ‘speaker-oriented’ op is used. The examples in (20) illustrate this: the b–example, which features
an indirect/reported speech clause, is bad with op (but perfect with op left out or replaced with a dative).

(20a) zeg {op/me}: waar heb je gezeten?
say up/medat: where have you been

(20b) zeg {?*op/me} waar je hebt gezeten!
say up/medat where you have been

In indicative clauses, direct speech complements can occur in either the Mittelfeld (as in Jan zei ‘waar heb
je gezeten?’ tegen Piet ‘Jan said “where have you been?” to Piet’) or the Nachfeld (Jan zei tegen Piet: ‘waar
heb je gezeten?’); and they alternate with indirect speech clauses, which show up at the right edge in Dutch.
In ‘speaker-oriented’ op imperatives, only right-peripheral placement is possible, yet indirect speech
complements are excluded. We can make sense of this paradox by assuming that direct speech clauses are
construed with an empty-headed object noun phrase. In simple indicatives, this object–NP is found in its
normal Mittelfeld position; the direct speech clause either forms a constituent with it or it is in ‘extraposed’
position — a possibility common to all clauses construed with object–NPs. In imperatives with ‘speaker-
oriented’ op, the object is a null operator, and the NP with which the direct speech clause is construed is a
right-dislocate. The direct speech clause hence has no choice but to surface in right-peripheral position. The
ungrammaticality of indirect speech clauses in imperatives with op (20b) then follows on the further
assumption that such CPs can be construed neither with an NP nor with a null operator — reported speech
clauses are never noun-dependents or right-dislocates: they are always complements of verbs.

4 Conclusion and further questions
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2 Richard Kayne (personal communication), who triggered this squib by raising the question of whether Dutch allows hier to be used in sentences
of the type in (1b), has pointed out to me that there are varieties of English in which here can used in a similar way. So the question in the text should
presumably be reformulated to make reference to specific dialects of English only. Janet Fodor (p.c.), who can use here as a ‘speaker-oriented’ element
in imperatives, tells me, moreover, that this use of here is substantially more restricted than that of its Dutch cognate — here is impossible in finite
sentences with the illocutionary force of a command (cf. (3b) and (4b)), and it is also impossible in negative imperatives (*don’t give that book here
but to Bill), whereas in Dutch geef dat boek niet hier maar aan Bill does not seem significantly degraded in comparison to (1b). The important question
posed by these observations is what the variation within English and between standard English and Dutch with respect to the ‘speaker-oriented’ use
of here/here could be correlated with. This squib will have to leave this question open.

So we have found that the behaviour of ‘speaker-oriented’ particles in Dutch imperatives brings forth
interesting evidence for the postulation of small clause complements headed by abstract particles, as in Den
Dikken’s (1995) analysis of triadic constructions. And we have also seen that the properties of these
imperatives give us a window on the structural representation of the difference between direct and indirect
speech clauses, the former being construed with an empty-headed object–NP and the latter being dependents
of verbs only. In these two respects (and possibly others which I have not identified yet), these examples from
the ‘periphery’ of the grammar lead us to draw or confirm conclusions about the ‘core’.

Naturally, the discussion of these ‘speaker-oriented’ particle constructions (which, to my knowledge, have
not figured in the literature of either Dutch imperatives or Dutch dative constructions so far) has only
managed to scratch the surface of what will no doubt prove to be an iceberg of questions, of interest to
scholars in a variety of different domains of linguistic enquiry — Why only in (a subset of) imperatives? Why
only ‘speaker-oriented’ particles (cf. geef {hier/*daar})? Why only in (northern) Dutch? Why doesn’t
English, which ostensibly has ‘speaker-oriented’ here and on in come here/on!, generalise their use to give
constructions?2 Why op rather than some other particle?

Let us briefly consider this last question in closing. Why should Dutch have chosen op ‘up’ as the
‘speaker-oriented’ particle? From the point of view of the pragmatics of imperatives, this makes perfect sense.
The type of imperative sentence in which op can figure is the direct, ‘unpolished’ imperative, used as a
command. Social contexts in which commands are used are characterised by the fact that there is a
hierarchical relationship between the speaker (the commander) and the hearer. The use of op ‘up’ rather than
its antonyms neer ‘down’ or af ‘off, down’ matches perfectly this hierarchical relationship between speaker
and hearer — the speaker positions him/herself in space in a position above the hearer, as a result of which
the hearer will have to give, speak, ask or come ‘in an upward direction’, towards the speaker. The nature of
the speech act, then, naturally leads to the selection of the particle op rather than any other verbal particle as
the one to be used instead of a first-person dative PP in imperative sentences.

Particles marking social hierarchical relationships between interlocutors are familiar from other language
families (cf. Japanese honorifics). And in effect, in Japanese the honorific marker used in command contexts
of the type discussed in the foregoing is an element meaning ‘up’ (Miki Suzuki, personal communication).
The use of Dutch op as a ‘speaker-oriented’ particle in commands thus does not come as a tremendous
surprise from a language-comparative perspective. So far, though, we had not been accustomed to thinking
of Dutch as a language featuring ‘honorific’ type elements. If what was said here about ‘speaker-oriented’
op is on the right track, it shows that in fact Dutch has these elements, too.
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